MYSTERIUM 2003
Class Info:
February 7th - February 9th, 2003
$ 90.00 - 100.00 (sliding scale)
Register Online

Mysterium 2003: A Weekend of Magic, Alchemy and Ritual Theater
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Friday, February 7th
8:00 - CANDLEDANCE: Drum and Dance Celebration...with special ritual theater presentations.
Saturday Februrary 8th
1:00 - ALCHEMICAL RITUAL THEATER
Opening circle and Keynote address with Jeff McBride, Abbi Spinner and Desert Moon Circle
2:00 - Dennis William Hauck: ALCHEMY FOR PERSONAL TRANSFORMATION
4:00 - Nicki Scully: Egyptian Magic and Alchemical Healing
"Ancient Magic, Modern Form" **
5:30 - Dinner break
8:00 - The Alchemical Journey: Alchemical Meditations with Dennis William Hauck and Nicki Scully
10:00 - Sylvia Braillier: DREAMCIRCLE - A MAGICAL RITUAL
Sunday, February 9th
9:00 a.m. - DreamWork, part 2 with Sylvia Brallier
10:00 a.m. - Brunch (included with DreamWorkshop)
12:00... "THE GREAT WORK-shop": Explorations in Magic, Ritual and Spiritual Alchemy with all of our artists (open
to all)
4:00 Mysterium ritual and closing circle
PLEASE NOTE: Space is limited, so if you want to participate in all the events you must register online.
MYSTERIUM Tuition: $90 in advance ($100.00 at the door) for all events, Candledance celebration, lectures,
workshops including the overnight dream ritual and Sunday brunch.
If you can only make some of the events......
CANDLEDANCE - Drum and dance event: $20.00
DREAM MAGIC - Overnight dream circle and brunch: $40.00
This is a special event for Mysterium attendees. You must sign up in adavance. You must bring your own sleep
pad, pillow, blindfold, earplugs and blanket.
Saturday afternoon and early evening workshop participation: $40.00
Sunday Afternoon workshop: $20.00
**Alchemical Healing
During this volatile time, the principles of alchemy offer effective tools to thwart our apocalyptic bent. The
classical arcane goal of turning lead into gold is an apt metaphor for the transformation we require now, both
personally and globally. How can we enlighten the lead of depression, fear and despair that holds so many people
hostage? By what methods can we turn the pandemic of environmentally based diseases into opportunities for a
healthier and more fulfilled future? Whether responding to global issues or specific personal needs—whether for
physical healing or for spiritual growth and development, our inherent ability to recognize and utilize available

intelligence is often underestimated and overlooked.
Alchemy is the process of turning the base substance of who we are—the dark mystery of our subconscious—into
the alchemical gold of knowledge and enlightenment. Like carbon that undergoes tremendous amounts of heat
and pressure in order to become a clear, hard, exquisite diamond, we master our lives and achieve clarity and
brilliance through the management of pressure and our adversarial conditions. Modern alchemy is emerging as
one of the most powerful tools for transforming our reality, and Alchemical Healing, the comprehensive form
developed by Nicki Scully, is an important vehicle for those who would heal themselves, and others.
Alchemical Healing provides ways to weave spirit and matter, to develop communications between divinity and
humanity, to transform experience into wisdom, and to skillfully influence physical reality to achieve healing and
transformation. It honors the accumulated wisdom of the Earth and humankind, both in written and oral
traditions, and it permits entry into the magical realms of intuition and limitless knowledge. Through Alchemical
Healing we consciously enter the infinite depths, prepared to bring forth that which has yet to be put into words,
and to expand our capabilities to translate our magical experience into effective healing action.
<-- Return to calendar

Teachers
Sylvia Brallier
Sylvia Brallier is the Director of The Tantric Shamanism Institute and The School of the the
Intuitive Healing Arts. She has been teaching healing and tantric shamanism workshops
nationally and internationally for 18 years. Her work is based on her own experiences with
both ancient and new techniques for the evolution of consciousness. She has a deep
commitment to creating safe space for the deepest of transformations.
tantricshamanism.com.
Sylvia is a recording artist and a visual artist with a beautifully rich CD, Awakening the
Sacred Fire . Her passion for the arts informs her teaching work.
For more information, visit http://www.triplemuse.com.

Dennis William Hauck
Dennis William Hauck is an author, consultant, and lecturer working to facilitate personal
and institutional transformation through the application of the ancient principles of
alchemy. As one of the world's few practicing alchemists, he writes and lectures on the
universal principles of physical, psychological, and spiritual perfection to a wide variety of
audiences that range from scientists and business leaders to religious and New Age
groups.
Hauck is a regular contributor to dozens of national magazines and scholarly journals and
has been interviewed on nearly four hundred radio and TV programs, including such
popular national shows as "NPR's Morning Edition," "Sally Jessy Raphael," "Geraldo," "A&E
Unexplained," "Sightings," "Extra," and "CNN Reports." He also serves as a special
consultant to a several leading film production companies and a number of popular
television programs. He is an instructor in the Alchemy Home Study Program and conducts alchemy tours to
Egypt, India, and Europe. He is also an instructor at Flamel College and serves on the Board of Governors of the
International Alchemy Guild.
His bestselling new book, The Emerald Tablet: Alchemy for Personal Transformation (Penguin Putnam 1999),
presents startling new revelations about the mysterious "time capsule of wisdom" that inspired over 3,500 years
of alchemy. His latest book, Sorcerer's Stone: A Beginner's Guide to Alchemy, is due out from Kensington
Publishing (Citadel Press) in 2003.
For more information, visit http://www.alchemylab.com.

Alchemical Ritual Theater
Alchemical Ritual Theater is a community of ritual theater performers, artists ,musicians and writers. A.R.T. holds
regular classes in the Las Vegas area for those who seek to explore the Western Mystery traditions. A.R.T. most
recently hosted MYSTERIUM - an international conference on Magic and the alchemical tradition.

Nicki Scully

Nicki Scully is an author, ceremonialist, and healer who has been
teaching metaphysics, healing, shamanism and the Egyptian Mysteries
since the early 1980s. She created Alchemical Healing™, a powerful
healing form that combines energetic healing techniques with
shamanism and alchemy for powerful and enduring transformation. She
currently gives lectures and seminars internationally, and specializes in
spiritual tours to Egypt. Her most recent book is Power Animal
Meditations, Shamanic Journeys with your Spirit Allies (originally The
Golden Cauldron). Alchemical Healing will be published in fall, 2003.
For more information, visit http://www.shamanicjourneys.com.

Abbi Spinner
For the past 12 years Abbi been a renowned musician, priestess, and teacher of
percussion, hand-drumming, dance and magic. Her creative abilities in music, poetry,
dance and choreography are much in demand at conferences cross the country. For the
past decade Abbi has worked with Jeff McBride, traveling through Europe, Asia, Africa,
and South America as a dynamic part of his performance as live music director,
choreographer, and lead dancer. Currently she is lead vocalist and co-writer for Zingaia,
a top selling world fusion group operating out of Las Vegas.

Jeff McBride
Widely acclaimed as the most innovative and exciting star of magic in our time. In addition to
his work as a performer, McBride is in demand as a teacher and lecturer for magicians and lay
audiences. With Eugene Burger he conducts regular intensive Master Class session in Las
Vegas, and has lectured for groups as diverse as the Smithsonian and the International
Brotherhood of Magicians.
For more information, visit http://www.mcbridemagic.com.

Hosted By: MCBRIDE MAGIC

